
A dysfunctional team of writers, tasked with crafting other people’s 
dreams, faces a shake up when their boss forces them to pair up 
with a promising female head writer. Together, they begin the 

arduous task of improving their clients’ lives, one dream at a time.



Ever wonder where dreams come from? We’re led to believe that dreams are the window to our 
subconscious, but what if our dreams were nothing more than the work of creative writers...and 
those writers were just really, really bad at their job?

Dream Writers is a modern-day workplace comedy that explores where our dreams originate. 
Career-driven Sam, his devil-may-care best friend, Quinn, and socially awkward intern, Russell, 
work for an agency whose sole purpose is to write clients’ dreams without them knowing - all in 
an effort to improve the harmony of the world. Some dream writers are pros - crafting dreams 
that make perfect sense and leave their clients feeling refreshed, energized, and motivated. 
Some are works in progress - with glimpses of greatness, but equally as many set 
backs. And then there’s the bottom of the barrel - consistently inconsistent, 
disconnected and bizarre dreams that lead to failed clients... Sam, Quinn 
and Russell.

The team is blindsided after Sam loses out on a 
head writer promotion in favor of Natalie, a hot-shot 
writer from another branch. Their unconventional and 
sometimes immoral approach to dream writing is the polar 
opposite to Natalie’s analytical, “my way or the highway” 
process. Making a name for themselves as a top-tier writing 
team isn’t going to be easy, but by harnessing their clashing 
personalities into a unified team strength, they’ll attempt to 
find the formula for the perfect dream.

SYNOPSIS

A dysfunctional team of writers, 
tasked with crafting other 
people’s dreams, faces a shake 
up when their boss forces them to 
pair up with a promising female 
head writer. Together, they begin 
the arduous task of improving 
their clients’ lives, one dream at 
a time.

LOGLINE

OVERVIEW
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CHARACTERS

HARTMAN

A stocky ex-military 
officer unwillingly 
assigned to oversee 
the department.

“The Department Head”
SULLIVAN

The top-rated 
dream writer. Brash, 
egotistical, yet oddly 
charming.

“The Golden Boy”

JOE

Mysterious and quirky 
friend of the team. 
Holds every key to the 
office.

“The Janitor”

SUPPORTING CHARACTERS

“The Company Man”

Position - Writer

Following years of goofing around 
with his best friend, Quinn, 

Sam has been working 
towards a promotion for 

months. Despite less than 
stellar results, he believes he’s 
finally ready for more responsibility. 
Just when Sam thinks he’s going to 
become the head writer over Quinn 
and Russell, the position is given 
to Natalie. Sam has to learn how 
to manage the frustration of being 
overlooked, answer to a new boss, 
and keep Quinn in check, all while 
convincing everyone that he’s ready 
to climb the corporate ladder.

SAM

“The People Pleaser”
Position - Intern

Shy and socially awkward, intern 
Russell aims to take in the vast, 
complex, and exciting world of dream 
writing. But, being desperate for 
friends, he’s also  being molded under 
the misguided tutelage of Sam and 
Quinn. Russell sees Natalie’s arrival 
as an opportunity to gain useful 
dream writing experience, but it 
would have to come at the expense of 
betraying Sam and avoiding Quinn’s 
misadventures.

RUSSELL

“The Creative Idiot”
Position - Writer

Life as a dream writer has always 
come easy for Quinn. His dad is a 

dream writing legend - among the 
best of all time - and Quinn has no 

problem taking full advantage of 
the perks his legacy status brings. 
Although his undeniable creative 

genius shines in flashes, it’s the fear 
of success that keeps Quinn from 

reaching his full potential. With his 
longtime best friend, Sam, suddenly 

pursuing a promotion, Quinn is 
forced to search for a new partner in 

his never-ending quest for fun, which 
he finds in intern Russell.

QUINN

“The Hot Shot”
Position - New Head Writer

After a self-inflicted incident at 
another dream writer’s branch 

forces her to transfer, Natalie finds 
herself as the new head writer of the 

dysfunctional foursome. Competitive, 
headstrong, and a little too stubborn 
for her own good, Natalie must lose 
her do-it-herself attitude and learn 

to work with Sam and the team if 
there’s any hope for success.

NATALIE
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PILOT SUMMARY

Another day, another off-the-rails dream by Sam, Quinn, 
Russell and their head writer Craig. With another client 
in disarray, department head Hartman fires Craig, 
leaving an opening at the head writer position. Sam believes 
his months of hard work are going to pay off with a promotion, until 
Hartman announces that a transfer writer, Natalie, will be leading the group.

The new team struggles to gel as Natalie and Sam clash over the dream writing process. 
Quinn, seeing an opportunity to escape, recruits Russell on a mission to get into The 
Copperfield - a dream simulator reserved for the top writing teams.

Refusing to concede, Sam discovers a loophole in the bylaws that gives him a shot to 
overtake Natalie’s position in the form of a simulated dream writing challenge. While Sam 
and Natalie battle it out for who will win head writer, Quinn and Russell’s excitement over 
The Copperfield adventure quickly turns to fear when they find themselves trapped in a 
treacherous medieval-era simulation with no way out.

Natalie cruises through the simulation as Sam flounders, but when a mix-up causes 
his score to suddenly spike, he edges out Natalie’s and is named the new head writer. 
However, the position is not what Sam expects, as Hartman immediately orders him to 
relieve Russell of his internship. The growing guilt of cheating in the challenge on top of 
the weight of firing his friend brings Sam to come clean to Natalie. As he does, the team’s 
dreamer falls asleep, and they’re forced to act quickly. Sam and Natalie agree to put their 
differences aside in order to save Russell.

Natalie earns the respect of the team by killing a menacing medieval knight in The 
Copperfield, and the team rallies behind Russell’s impending termination. After managing 
to work as a team, and haphazardly crafting one of the highest scoring dreams of the 
year, Hartman allows the group to remain intact… however, it becomes clear 
that their clashing personalities and lack of cohesiveness don’t bode 
well in their effort to become a “Dream Team.”
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Hart of Darkness
An uncomfortable interaction with 
Hartman about a failed dreamer prompts 
the team to uncover her past, sending 
them on an Indiana Jones style trip to 
Archives.

The Zoo
Natalie takes the team to the zoo as a 
team building exercise, and Russell gets 
lost in the primate exhibit.

The Dreamies
It’s award season in the office, and while 
the team campaigns for the coveted 
“Most Improved” award, Natalie must 
decide whether or not to switch teams.

Speed Dreaming
An unsuccessful valentine’s day dream 
leads Quinn to convince the team that 
they should set up an office speed dating 
session for research purposes.

The Firm
An outside consultant comes to assess 
the office. The team becomes paranoid 
as they begin fearing for their jobs.

The King of Dream Writing
Quinn’s Hall of Fame father visits the 
office for a dream writing seminar. Russell 
develops a man-crush while Quinn is 
determined to sabotage the event.

Walter Pandyhand
Sam’s secret past as a teen fiction writer 
is revealed. Quinn and Russell help Sam 
shield his identity while Natalie tries to 
hide her superfandom for his books.

3D Dreaming
The team steals an unfinished piece 
of technology that leads to a dream 
experience that’s all-too-real.

Doppelgängster
When Russell’s doppelganger shows 
up in a dream, Natalie develops an odd 
attraction for him. The team sets out to 
find the person in real life.

Super Mega Monkey Puzzle
While collaborating with the Japanese 
Dream Writing Office, the team 
participates in a twisted game show.

A Hero In All Of Us
When tasked with writing the perfect 
superhero dream for a child, the team 
is forced to acknowledge their own 
limitations.

Dream-ception
After accidentally landing their dreamer 
in a coma, the team takes desperate 
measures to bring him back by trying to 
place themselves inside of his dream.

Dream Writer High
While researching an upcoming client, 
the team takes a field trip to a local high 
school. Russell is mistaken for a student 
while Quinn joins the football team and 
Sam and Natalie fill in as substitute 
teachers.

Nightmares
The team must face their greatest 
fears as they work with the nightmare 
specialists to concoct the perfect horror 
dream.

ADDITIONAL EPISODES
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THE TEAM

info@pictureitproductions.com

LIKES
DISLIKES

NATHAN BACH
creator

running 
out of hair 

product
traveling

With a passion for filmmaking that spans over ten years, Nathan Bach 
wrote and directed his first short in 2006 at the age of 17. After a high 
school career filled with directing and editing short films by piece-
mailing camcorders to VCRs, Nathan decided to get a formal education 
in Television Production from Chattahoochee Tech in Atlanta. He’s 
produced hundreds of projects as a freelance videographer and 
motion graphics designer, and Dream Writers is his first venture into 
the television world. At 6’5”, he’s freakishly tall.

LIKES
DISLIKES

DALTON LILLEY
“Sam”, co-creator

too much 
beerbeer

Dalton’s background includes work as a corporate executive, private 
consultant, and entrepreneur. In 2011, he began pursuing a career in 
entertainment, landing roles in a variety of Atlanta-produced projects 
as an actor/producer. He’s most commonly known for co-founding 
Catapult Acting Studios and the sketch comedy group “Kinda 
Sketchy”, which has amassed millions of views on Funny or Die. Dalton 
maintains his business mindset and analytical approach as the Dream 
Writers project lead, which comes in handy as he writes the contracts.

LIKES
DISLIKES

SHEA CASTLE
“Russell”, co-creator

humble 
braggers

video 
games

Born and raised in the midwestern U.S., Shea earned a BFA in Acting 
from Wright State University, where he regularly performed on stage 
and on camera, launched an annual script writing competition, and co-
founded a monthly improv show. Since moving to Atlanta to pursue 
acting, he’s formed a sketch comedy group called The Gentleman of 
Low Moral Fiber and began teaching private acting lessons. In his free 
time, Shea enjoys blogging, drumming, and hanging out with his wife 
(she makes him say that.)

LIKES
DISLIKES

BEN OWEN
“Quinn”, co-creator

misplacing 
his green 

card

being 
english

Originally from the U.K., actor, writer and comedian Ben Owen moved 
to the U.S. in 2008 and quickly began finding success in Atlanta’s 
growing stand-up scene. After hosting and headlining some of 
Atlanta’s most acclaimed comedy clubs, Ben turned his attention to 
acting, landing lead roles in numerous indie shorts and features while 
also co-founding the sketch comedy group “Kinda Sketchy” with 
Dalton in 2013. If you ever get the chance, ask him about his time as 
pop producer/money embezzler Lou Pearlman’s personal assistant.

On the surface, it might look like we’re just a group of four guys 
trying to make a television show... well, because we are just a 

group of four guys trying to make a television show. BUT! We’re 
a group of four guys who are fully invested in our passion, 

maintain an endless pursuit of excellence, and wholeheartedly 
believe in the story of Dream Writers. From the characters, to 

the world, to the endless possibilities afforded by the concept, 
we believe it’s an adventure worth telling. Plus our moms don’t 

let us use the word, “can’t.”
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